Roots & Waves
19 June (6pm) - 21 June (10am)

The power of connection with ourselves as part of nature
Honouring the visible and the invisible
The power of rituals and the connection with the ancestors
The healing power of music, rhythm and silence individually and in goups.

In greeting the Sea
we speak to our Origin
the echo of that respect
will return to us
in the times to come
In greeting our Origin
We connect with our roots.
Honouring this presence
nourishes our essence.
Fuelling our lives.
There at the source the water is the clearest
At the oasis the shadow the coolest
In silence the message the highest
From your dream the force the strongest

Venue & Accomodation:
Cadzand (NL) - Cadzandië
Price:

225€ excl VAT en excl accomodation

Registration:
evelyne@noomly.be (32)0496602773
info@the7thc.be (32)0475317280

Ria Verlinden ('51) www.The7thC.be
Coaching one on one as well as teams. Trainer in
systemic work.
Has a long work relationship with South Africa
and its traditional wisdom which forms the basis
of constellation work.
Has an international career that brings a wealth
of influences.
Jean Bosco Safari ('54) www.jeanboscosafari.be
Belgian/Rwandan singer /songwriter/performer.
Works since 1997 with a motivational concept
“Tune your Team to Music” tailored for
companies national and international.
Designed in 2008 a more personal concept “The
Act of Balance” in which 'the little daily exercise
making great changes possible' takes the lead.
Music can create the link between the visible and
the invisible.

Evelyne Debeuckelaer ('76)
www.noomly.be
www.onweerstaanbaarwild.be
Organisation, team & personal Coach - mainly in
systemic work. Guides women in the
development of their personal leadership.
Has a career in HR in various areas (HQ
multinational, production, consultancy) and on
various levels (Director, Project Manager).
Grew up in Belgium, France and Germany.
Has a passion for systemic work and rituals.

